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Historia magistra vitae !

Historia vero testis temporum, lux veritatis,
vita memoriae, magistra vitae, nuntia vetustatis,

qua voce alia nisi orator immortalitati commendatur?

(Cicero, De Oratore, II, IX, 35)
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Historia magistra vitae !

Life, as we know it, is fully based on the experience we gain all
the way through it. Regardless the fact that we speak of unicellular or 
pluricellular beings, without any self-conscience, the base of existence
and evolution is the genetic memory. The latter manifests through a 
physical form and through instincts.

If we refer to man, we have the same elements: genetic 
information-modified throughout generations depending on social 
and environmental conditions; genetic information – manifested through
instinct and a conscious dimension – manifested through memory 
and experience, both being the very fundamental of creativity. 

The supreme form to collect global information about the human
experience is history. History can be referring to individual experience,
to a certain group, to the general evolution of science, of art, etc. 
Through history, we gain access to the collective mind.

To understand history, we must define this “collective” – this is 
not about the people alive at one certain moment, but rather about all 
the people that have ever existed. Most individuals did not leave a 
conscious legacy to their descendants, thus, they will not be found in 
the book of history. However, just as every beat of a butterfly’s wings 
has a certain role in the micro and macro cosmos, every individual 
has its particular role in history.

In the present article, the present magazine, and in this particular
branch of knowledge, we are interested in something else. The 
registered facts – this is the main tool used by the science named 
history. This is, or not? – the true master of life.

In the last period of my own existence, I have had my share of 
traveling, of knowing various individuals from various social groups, 
peoples, civilizations. Most of them were good men, ordinary men, 
even “evil” ones, but above all, they were men from which I could 
learn something.

All these encounters had one big thing in common- history and 
all the long conversations about it. The historical information created 
bounds, enriched debates and attenuated conflicts.

To me, history is more than a tool- it is a delight. I try to enrich 
my knowledge, be it about personal hobbies and preferences, or about
the places and people, I come across. To some, history is a testimony
serving good, and the best example for this, is the guild of historians. 
At least, most of them are, as there is always a percent using 
information in a partial manner. To others, history is a testimony 
serving evil, and the best example for this, is the political class. Many 
times, for the politicians, history has been a source of occult and 
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destructive evidence. To the vast majority, history is, sadly, a hard-to-
assimilate and easily forgotten, testimony. In other words, a testimony
treated with indifference. Utter indifference.

History offers us many examples of ethnic groups in a continuous
conflict, an obscure, endless, reasonless fight. We have examples in 
Romania, Serbia, Middle East, and probably all around the world. In 
Romania, at a certain level we have the hate between Romanians 
and Hungarians, generated and maintained by political groups.

History helped me to understand these circumstances and to 
see that people around me can be my friends, regardless their ethnicity,
to ignore any kind of propaganda, and to see people as they are. 

In Serbia, at a sports competition, I met a man who showed 
me the sportsmen coming from more than 30 countries. He told me 
that, there were no countries, there were only people. There was no 
Yugoslavia, Serbia, or Kossovo, there were only people. We were 
both interested in history, which made conversation smoother and 
the mutual understanding of cultures, easier.

In Italy, I have had the chance to discourage a false opinion about
Romania. A man with solid knowledge in history – but not of that con-
cerning Romania – had a mistaken opinion about the Romanian people
and its history. Some information and especially the references to 
historical sources have made him to see things differently and recon-
sider his opinion. This was the huge merit of the science named history.

These are not hidden facts in unique and rare books from a 
dusty, forgotten library, but rather clear things written in textbooks, or 
on the internet, where everybody can find them. Every man should 
assimilate these facts, as it is fundamental information. The historians
are the ones to work with this information. Their role is to maintain 
the activity at a high level, enlarge the access to knowledge, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively, whereas the role of the politicians is 
to use the sources to support people. It is all so very simple.

George Bernard Shaw said: “Hegel was right when he said 
that we learn from history that man can never learn anything from 
history”. Well, it’s not exactly like that. We do learn, and the proof is 
that humans have held out against many ordeals, that there is a 
science named “history” and in the last analysis, that there is a 
Nemus magazine, that someone wrote an article and that he is not 
the only one thinking about this issue. 

The problem is that we do not learn enough. Jacques Fresco 
said in an interview, that the human race has not even started yet 
being civilized. A cool analysis shows us that he was right. In the 
frenzy of the tech era, and the rush characterizing these times, we 
forget about the true master of life: History.


